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Abstract 
The best approach to achieve cure in esophageal 
cancer is a combination of chemo-radiation and surgery. 
However, complications occur in half of patients. The 
current report, reports a rare but severe complication: 
Complete obstruction of the esophagus, induced by 
preoperative chemo-radiation therapy. Normally, strictures 
are treated by repeated dilatations, however, in case of 
complete obstruction, the perforation rate of standard 
blind anterograde wire access and dilation is severely 
increased. In order to minimize the risk of perforations, 
the rendezvous technique was introduced. This technique 
involves an anterograde approach in combination with 
a retrograde approach in order to open and dilatate 
the esophagus. While technical success rates between 
83% and 100% have been reported in literature, data 
on clinical outcomes are scarcer. The limited amount 
of studies available claim that success was achieved in 
almost half of patients. The patient in our case currently 
has an oral diet without restrictions and rates his quality 
of life with a VAS-score ten out of ten.

Key words: Esophageal cancer; Esophageal obstruction; 
Rendezvous procedure; Anterograde dilatation; Com-
bined anterograde-retrograde endoscopic dilatation

© The Author(s) 2017. Published by Baishideng Publishing 
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: A rare but severe complication of chemo-
radiation of the esophagus, in case of esophageal cancer, 
is a complete esophageal obstruction. Blind anterograde 
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wire access and dilatation leads to a higher risk of 
perforation, due to lack of visualization and a disrupted 
anatomy. For this reason the rendezvous technique was 
introduced, which involves an anterograde approach in 
combination with a retrograde approach in order to open 
and dilatate the esophagus.

Klinkert M, de Jong MC, Sosef MN, van Nunen AB, Belgers HJ. 
Surgical treatment of a rare complication after endoscopic stent 
placement for anastomotic leakage after esophageal resection. 
World J Surg Proced 2017; 7(1): 15  Available from: URL: 
http://www.wjgnet.com/22192832/full/v7/i1/1.htm  DOI: http://
dx.doi.org/10.5412/wjsp.v7.i1.1

INTRODUCTION 
Esophageal carcinoma is the eighth most common 
cancer worldwide[1]. Moreover, it is the sixth most com
mon cause of cancerrelated death[1,2], with a 5year
overall survival of only 18.4% for all patients following 
diagnosis[3]. In case curative intent surgery is performed, 
5yearoverall survival increases to 34%; moreover when 
surgery is performed subsequently to a neoadjuvant 
chemoradiation regimen, overall survival rates increase 
to 47%[4]. 

The best approach to achieve cure is a combination 
of chemoradiation and surgery[5,6], as the CROSStrial 
demonstrated that neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy 
(nCRT) improves survival among patients with potentially 
curable esophageal cancer[4]. Moreover, this increase in 
survival is achieved without a concomitant increase in 
postoperative morbidity or mortality[7]. 

Nevertheless, a high complication rate after eso
phagectomy is reported, as complications occur after more 
than half of procedures  open or minimally invasive[8]. 
While it is generally thought that the complication risk 
is lower in laparoscopy, due to diminished surgical 
trauma[5,9], the incidence of postoperative morbidity 
remains high with incidences ranging from 17% up to 
74%[8,10,11]. Most common, severe complications include 
anastomotic leakage, conduit necrosis, chyle leakage, 
vocal cord injury or palsy and death[8]. Importantly, these 
complications are known to directly impact other outcomes 
and cause prolonged hospital stay and readmission, early 
cancer recurrence and diminished overall survival and 
also a lower quality of life[8,1214]. More rare complications 
have also been described such as herniation of abdominal 
structures through the diaphragm and  even more rare 
 complete obstruction of the esophagus partly due to 
the preoperative chemoradiation therapy. Postoperative 
mortality rates are reported in 7% to 9% of cases[8,9].

CASE REPORT
A 64yearold man with a midesophageal squamous 
cell carcinoma (eT3N3M0) underwent a minimal invasive 

transthoracic esophagectomy, following neoadjuvant 
treatment with chemoradiation  CROSS scheme. 

Differential diagnosis, investigations and treatment 
On postoperative day three (POD3), an elevated white 
blood count was noticed and therefore a chest and 
abdominal computed axial tomography (CAT)scan was 
performed, which showed suspicion of a pneumonia 
for which antibiotic treatment was started. However, 5 
d later (POD8) a repeated CATscan was performed as 
the patient showed signs of clinical deterioration. This 
CATscan demonstrated free air and fluid around the 
anastomosis suspicious for anastomotic leakage. Upper 
endoscopy showed superficial circumferential ischemia of 
the top of the stomachtube over a length of 7 cm, while 
no visible anastomotic leakage was seen. The ischemic 
area was fully shielded by a partially coveredstent (SEMS) 
(Ultraflex®). A planned reendoscopy after 14 d, showed 
transmural ischemic ulceration over a length of at least 7 
cm (Figure 1A). Initially therefore, the decision was taken 
to disconnect the anastomosis and to thereby create 
an esophagostomy, however during the relaparoscopy 
this was found to be impossible due to the amount of 
adhesions. Therefore, a new partially covered SEMS 
(Ultraflex®) was endoscopically placed. The subsequent 
SEMS replacement endoscopy after 4 wk showed 
extensive tissue ingrowth into the stent, which was 
subsequently removed and replaced by a new partially 
covered stent of the same type. It was noted that the 
defect due to ischemia was much smaller than previously 
(Figure 1B). The removal of this SEMS, one month later, 
was complicated by a prolapse of esophageal mucosal 
tissue obstructing the upper esophageal entrance 
completely. We managed to insert a guidewire and 
place a fully covered SEMS (Hanaro®). Repeat endo
scopy the following day, unfortunately showed it was 
impossible to pass the UES with either the gastroscope 
or fiber laryngoscope. A subsequently performed CAT
scan confirmed this finding, as it showed a complete 
obstruction of the upper esophagus over a distance of 
approximately 45 cm (Figure 2). A procedure under 
general anesthesia was planned. In order to pass this 
obstruction, the gastroenterologist struggled to identify 
the anatomical oral route, while the esophageal orifice 
was not found. Simultaneously, the surgeon performed 
a laparoscopy and entered the gastric conduit in a 
retrograde fashion. By moving proximally through the 
stent, the obstructed proximal esophagus was reached. 
Step by step, the surgeon, using a biopsy forceps, 
dissected upwards. At the level of the oral orifice, the 
oral mucosa could be perforated using a needle knife 
under light transillumination of the gastroscope. After 
this, the guide wire could pass through the obstruction 
(a socalled rendezvous procedure). Following correct 
placement of the guidewire, a dilatation was performed 
and a new fully covered SEMS (Hanaro®) was placed to 
keep the orifice open. After the covered SEMS (Hana
ro®) was removed, no defects in the mucosa underneath 
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it were seen. 

Outcome and follow-up 
Eleven dilatation sessions later, no defects in the mucosa 
were seen and the stent was removed. After this, our 
patients’ ability of oral ingestion was fully restored. The 
patient is currently no longer dependent on any tube
feeding and rates his quality of life with a VASscore 10 
out of 10. 

DISCUSSION 
Strictures of the proximal esophagus have been reported 
in 3% to 4% of patients with head and neck cancer who 
underwent treatment with radiation therapy[15]. These 
strictures are usually treated by repeated endoscopic 
dilatations, however complications of perforation or fistulae 
are described[15]. Complete obstruction in the proximal 
esophagus is a rare condition and can occur as a result of 
radiotherapy, gastroesophageal reflux disease or caustic 
injury[16]. In our case, the hypothesis is that the traumatic 
stent removal, in combination with the neoadjuvant (che
mo)radiation therapy, caused the (complete) obstruction 
of the esophagus. 

In case of complete obstruction, the perforation rate of 
the standard blind anterograde wire access and subsequent 
dilation is increased, due the suboptimal visualization and 
distorted anatomy[15]. In order to minimize the incidence of 
this particular complication, the rendezvous technique was 

proposed, which was first described in 1998 by van Twisk 
et al[17]. This technique involves an anterograde approach, 
in combination with a retrograde approach, in order to open 
and dilatate the esophagus. This technique is therefore 
also called combined anterograderetrograde endoscopic 
dilatation, abbreviated to CARD[16]. 

The aim of this procedure is to gain access through 
the complete obstructed esophagus. Technical success 
rates between 83% and 100% have been reported in 
literature[15,16,1820], exemplifying its technical feasibility. 
The advantage of this procedure lays in the fact that it 
is safer than the blind anterograde approach, thereby 
theoretically reducing the risk of a perforation[15,16]. In 
addition, in case a mucosal puncture does occur, during 
the retrograde maneuver this perforation occurs away 
from the mediastinum, thereby reducing the risk for 
potential complications of this puncture[15].

However perforations after the rendezvous procedure 
have been described, as Maple et al[15] reported two 
microperforations. These perforations, which were 
probably caused by the guide wire, resolved without 
(surgical) therapy. Conceivably, these microperforations 
occur more frequently than recognized, as they probably 
lack clinical relevance in the majority of cases[15].

Apart from the guidewire as the source of perforation, 
the type of scope can also be of influence of risk of per
foration. While Bertolini et al[16] only used a thin, nasal 
gastroscope and reported one single case of mediastinal 
emphysema, Goguen et al[18] used an adult gastroscope 
and reported a pneumomediastinum in 18% of patients, 
an esophageal perforation in 5% of patients and a 
gastrostomy tube site problem in 16% of patients. 

While the technical feasibility of the rendezvous 
approach has been described by different authors, the 
actual purpose of the rendezvous approach, i.e., to 
restore the ability of oral ingestion, is largely overlooked 
in series published thus far. Very scarce data have 
been published on the clinical side of this topic. This is 
a difficult parameter to report on, while there are very 
little diseasespecific measures for this patientgroup, 
as only swallowing, nutritional status and quality of life 
are acknowledged outcomes. In an attempt to specify 
nutritional intake following the rendezvous procedure, 
Bertolini et al[16] decided to use the Functional Oral Intake 
Scale (FOIS), a scale specifically designed to document 
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Figure 1  Endoscopy. A: Large transmural ischemic 
ulcer at the proximal border of the stomach-tube for 
which an Ultraflex® stent was placed; B: The first stent 
replacement showed that the defect due to ischemia was 
much smaller than previously.

A B

Figure 2  Computed tomography-scan: Complete obstruction of the 
esophagus. 
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Treatment
A rendez-vous technique was used to dilatate the complete obstructed 
esophagus. 

Related reports
Complete obstruction in the proximal esophagus is a rare condition and 
can occur as a result of radiotherapy, gastro-esophageal reflux disease or 
caustic injury. Strictures are usually treated by repeated endoscopic dilatation, 
however in case of complete obstruction the perforation rate of standard blind 
anterograde wire access and subsequent dilation is increased, therefore the 
rendezvous technique is developed.

Term explanation 
Rendez-vous technique is an anterograde- and retrograde approach, in order to 
open and dilatate the esophagus.

Experiences and lessons
In this case report, the authors showed that chemo-radiation (with or without the 
combination of a traumatic stent replacements) caused a complete obstruction 
of the esophagus. The incidence of this complication might rise due the 
neoadjuvant chemo-radiation treatment and the fact that this regime prolonged 
the overall survival and the period during the risk of developing structures, of 
patients suffering of esophageal cancer. 

Peer-review
This is a very interesting case report.
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